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The maximum independent set problem is one of the classical 
NP-complete problem. So far, no efficient exact algorithms are 
found. The design of exact algorithms for the maximum inde-
pendent set problem has a long history. Some algorithms use 
complicated rules in order to get better performance. Recently, a 
novel approach called "Measure and Conquer" has been invented 
with improved asymptotic running time over previous methods. 
However, the published analysis is somewhat complicated, and 
the idea becomes less transparent, due to the necessity of in-
cluding many branching rules in order to obtain good running 
time. In this thesis, we demonstrate the underlying principle of 
"Measure and Conquer" by applying this approach to several 
simple algorithms. It will be shown that considerably better 
running time can be obtained in some cases over the traditional 
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The problem of whether P = NP is one of the greatest open 
problems in theoretical computer science. So far, no one has 
been able to prove the existence of a problem in NP which is 
not in P. It is now commonly believed that P + NP since 
nobody succeeded in finding a polynomial time exact algorithm 
for an NP-complete problem. 
The maximum independent set problem (MIS) is a well-known 
NP-complete problem [6]. Finding a polynomial time algorithm 
for the problem seems to be remote. One trivial algorithm is 
to search through all subsets of vertices. This will take 
time. Researchers tried to design faster algorithms with time 
complexity 0*(2饥）by reducing the exponent c, where 0 < c < 1. 
Many of the existing exact algorithms for the MIS problem are 
search-tree based which involve a large number of reduction and 
branching rules. The number of vertices n of a graph G is often 
taken as a measure of the size of the problem in the running time 
analysis. The case analysis is often very complicated and tedious 
1 
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due to a large number of reduction and branching rules. Stan-
dard techniques are often used to solve the linear recurrences 
derived from the long list of branching rules. 
Recently, a new approach called "Measure and Conquer" is 
introduced [2, 3]. The idea is to use a non-standard measure for 
the size of a problem in order to capture certain properties of 
an algorithm. Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch applied the above 
method on the minimum dominating set problem [2] and the 
maximum independent set problem [3]. Their algorithm for the 
maximum independent set problem is very simple and can be 
described in a few lines. It has running time (9* (20.288�. 
In this thesis, we will investigate on the idea and underlying 
principles of speeding up of existing exact algorithms for the 
maximum independent set problem. In chapter 2, background 
and the history of designing exact algorithms for the problem 
will be introduced. We will also give some details on the tech-
niques used in the algorithms. In chapter 3, we will discuss 
principles of speeding up algorithms by "Measure and Conquer". 
We will also illustrate this approach by applying the technique 
on four different simple algorithms. Although the algorithms 
that we study are slower than that in [3], we give a less com-
plicated running time analysis and we can illustrate the idea of 
"Measure and Conquer" more clearly. The first one is modified 
from Tarj an and Trojanowski's algorithm [8]. The modified al-
gorithm consists of two pages and the improvement is not good. 
It has running time O*(20.39606n). The other three algorithms 
are mainly modified from Woeginger's [9], Fomin, Grandoni and 
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Kratsch's [3] and Beigel's [1]. The best algorithm among the 
three has running time (9*(20.29470n) The improvement by ap-
plying "Measure and Conquer" is significant. In chapter 4, lower 
bounds for time complexity of the four algorithms will be inves-
tigated to see if there are still rooms for improvement. Chapter 
5 summarizes this thesis. 
« 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Background Study 
Woeginger published a survey on exact algorithms for NP-hard 
problems [9], which includes the history of the design of exact 
algorithms for the MIS problem. 
There is a long history of the design of exact algorithms to 
solve the MIS problem. Tarjan and Trojanowski (1977) were 
the first to break the 0(2^) trivial bound. Their polynomial 
space algorithm has running time 0(2^) [8]. Their algorithm 
is based on the idea of dominance which will be introduced in 
section 2.2.1. Jian (1986) followed the approach of Tar j an and 
Trojanowski and performed a smarter case analysis to obtain a 
polynomial space algorithm with time complexity 0(20.304^ )^ [5:. 
In 1986, Robson published an polynomial space 
algorithm [7 . 
All the above-mentioned algorithms are search-tree based. 
The case analysis is difficult and tedious. They use a long list of 
branching and reduction rules. Each branching rule will lead to 
a linear recurrence which can be solved by standard techniques. 
4 
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In the case analysis, they use the number of vertices n of the 
given graph G as the size of the problem. We will introduce and 
modify Tarjan and Trojanowski's algorithm [8] in chapter 3. 
There emerged a new approach on the design of algorithms 
for NP-hard problems in recent years. In 2006, Fomin, Grandoni 
and Kratsch applied the "Measure and Conquer" technique to 
design a very simple algorithm which runs with time complexity 
O(20.288n) [3]. The algorithm can be described in a few lines. It 
is based on the ideas of dominance, folding and mirroring. 
In the following, we will first introduce basic definitions and 
notations we use in this thesis. We will then introduce different 
techniques used in the mentioned algorithms. The lemmas and 
theorems in this chapter are known results. They are mainly 
adopted from [8，3 . 
2.1 Basic Definitions and Notations 
An undirected simple graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set 
V of vertices and an edge set E of unordered pairs of vertices. 
Let V e V, note that {v^v) ^ E in an undirected simple graph. 
Two vertices v, w eV are adjacent if {v, w) G E. An unordered 
pair of vertices {v^ w) is called an anti-edge if (t*, w) • E. 
Let S C V. S is an independent set if for all distinct 
w e S^ {v^ w) • E. Let a{G) denote the maximum of the 
cardinalities of the independent sets of G. An independent set 
5 of G with |5| = a{G) is called a maximum independent set 
S = {3，4,5} is a maximum independent set in Figure 2.1 (a) 
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while S : {1,4,5,6} is a maximum independent set in Figure 
2.2 (a). In general, a{G) > \T\ if T is a maximal independent 
set. (maximal with respect to subset inclusion.) 
We denote by G[S] the graph induced by S , i.e. G[S'= 
(5, ^[5]) where E[S] = {{v,w) e E | ”，i(； G We also let 
G-S = G[V-S'. 
We define the degree of a vertex v to be d{v) = w) G 丑 
u e V}\, i.e. the number of edges incident to v. A sequence of 
vertices vi V2 ^ ... —> fn is a path of length n if {vi^ Vi+i) G E 
for all i = 1 , 2 , n — 1. The distance between two vertices v 
and w is the minimum length of the paths connecting them. Let 
be the set of vertices at distance d from v. In particular, 
N^(v) = N{v) 二 {u/ G I (^；，K；) G E} is the neighbourhood of 
We also let = N{v) U {v}. 
2.2 Tarjan and Trojanowski's algorithm 
Tarjan and Trojanowski's algorithm has running time 0(2t) [8:. 
Their algorithm is recursive and based on a complicated case 
analysis. The algorithm, which consists of 5 pages, is primarily 
based on the concept of dominance. 
2.2.1 Techniques 
The following result is standard. For completeness, we give a 
self-contained proof here. 
Lemma 2.1. LetG = {V,E) andv G V. Then a{G) = max{l + 
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a{G - N*{v)),a{G - {v})}. 
Proof. Let 5 be a maximum independent set in G. U v E S, 
then S — { f } is an independent set of G — N*{v). In this case, 
we have a{G)-1 < a{G — N*{v)). Uv ^ S, S is an independent 
set of G — {t*}. In this case, we have a{G) < a(G — Thus, 
a(G) < max{l + a(G - N*(v)), a(G - {v})}. 
Conversely, let Si be a maximum independent set of C — 
N*{v) and S2 be a maximum independent set of G — {t*}. Then 
S'iU{f} is an independent set of G and S2 is also an independent 
set of G. Both a{G) > 1 + a(G - N*{v)) and a{G) > a{G -
{v}) hold. Thus, a{G) > max{l + a{G - N*{v)),a{G - W ) } 
holds. • 
We extend the above idea to the following, which is adopted 
from [8 . 
Lemma 2.2 (Adopted from [8]). Let G = (V, E). Assume that 
SCV andN�S) = [XesN{v�. Then a{G) = a{G-
S — N{I)) \ I is an independent set of G[S]}. 
Proof. Suppose S ^ (p and S ^V. 
Let J be a maximum independent set in G. Take I = J CiS. 
Then I is an independent set of G[S]. Note that J — / is an 
independent set ofG-S-N{I). Thus, a{G) < |/| + c e ( G - 5 -
N{I)) < max{|X| + a{G-S - N{K))丨 K is an independent 
set of ^[S']]-. 
Conversely, let I be an independent set of G[S] and J be 
a maximum independent set of G — 5 — N{I). Then / U J is 
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of branching rules. The algorithm solves fewer subproblems by 
applying dominance. The algorithm finally branches at v with 
d{v) > 6 by Lemma 2.1. 
The list of branching rules leads to a list of linear recurrences 
which can be solved by standard techniques. The running time 
was found to be 0(2音） [8 . 
2.3 Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch's Algorithm 
Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch proved that their algorithm has 
running time [3] by applying the technique of “ Mea-
sure and Conquer" in the running time analysis. Their algorithm 
is very simple and only consists of five rules. It is based on the 
concepts of dominance, folding and mirroring. The definitions, 
lemmas and theorems in this section are mainly adopted from 
3 . 
2.3.1 Techniques 
Lemma 2.3 (Dominance, adopted from [3]). Let G = (V, E). 
If there exist v^w E V such that N*{w) C N*{v) (w dominates 
v), then a{G) = a{G - {v}). 
Proof. The inequality Oi{G) > Q!(G — is trivial since a max-
imum independent set 5 of G - {i；} is an independent set of G. 
It remains to prove a{G) < a{G — { f } ) . 
Let aS be a maximum independent set of G. Suppose v e S. 
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Since N*{w) C N*{v) by assumption, we have for all z G N{ui), 
z E N*{v). As a result, we have z ^ S ior all z G N(w) — 
since v E S hy assumption. Therefore, it follows that 5U {it;}— 
{ f } is an independent set of G—{v}. On the other hand, suppose 
f ^ 5, then S is an independent set of G — { f } . In both cases, 
we have a{G) < a{G - {v} ) . Thus, the result follows. • 
In the following, the idea of folding is introduced, which is a 
key technique in the algorithm. 
Definition 2.2. Let G = (F, E). Three vertices Vi, V2 and vs 
form an anti-triangle if (f^, Vj) • E for all i, j = 1,2,3, i j. 
Definition 2.3 (Adopted from [3]). Let G = {V,E) and v e 
V. V is foldable if N{v) = {wi, 以 c o n t a i n s no anti-
triangles, i.e. there do not exist three vertices in N{v) which 
form an anti-triangle. 
For example, vertex 1 in Figure 2.1 (a) is foldable since ver-
tices 2, 3 and 4 do not form an anti-triangle. (Vertices 2 and 3 
are adjacent.) Note that a vertex of degree 2 (where dominance 
cannot apply) is always foldable. Vertex 1 in Figure 2.2 is an 
example. 
Definition 2.4 (Adopted from [3]). Let G = {V, E). Assume 
that V eV and v is foldable. Folding of v transforms G into a 
new graph G(v) by the following steps: 
1. add a new vertex Uij for each anti-edge (Ui，Uj) in N{v); 
2. add edges between each Uij and the vertices in N{ui) U 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1: (a):A graph with a maximum independent set of size 3; (b): 
Folding of vertex 1 in (a) 
3. add one edge between each pair of new vertices; 
4- remove N*{v). 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are examples of folding. 
A property of folding concerning the independence number 
a{G) is given below. 
Lemma 2.4 (Adopted from [3]). Let G 二（V，E) and v eV. If 
V is foldable, then a{G) = 1 + a{G{v)). 
Proof. Let 5 be a maximum independent set of G. If G 5, then 
S — { f } is an independent set of G{v). liv^S, N{y) Pi 5 0 
since S is of maximum cardinality. Note that \N{y) H S\ < 2, 
otherwise N(v) fl S contains an anti-triangle contradicting v is 
foldable. If Ni^v) n S = {ti；}, then S — {w} is an independent set 
of G{v). Suppose N{v) n 5' = {wi,W2}. Note that Sn{N{wi)U 
N{w2)) = (j). Furthermore, N{wi) U N{w2) N*{v) C N{wi2) 
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an independent set of G. Since / 门 J = (/>，we have a{G) > 
max{|i^| + a{G — S - N{K)) | K is an independent set of 
G[S]}. • 
By Lemma 2.2, the algorithm selects 5 C y , finds an inde-
pendent set I of G[S] and for each such I, finds a maximum 
independent set of G — 5 — N(J). This method is further im-
proved by Tar j an and Trojanowski by introducing the concept 
of dominance [8 . 
Definition 2.1 (Dominance [8]). Let G = (V, E). Suppose that 
S C V and I, J are independent sets in G[5]. I dominates 
J in S if for any f C V — S such that J' U J is independent, 
there is a set 1' C V — S such that 1' U I is independent and 
/ ' U / | 2 |J'U J • 
Suppose I dominates J in S, then |/| + a{G — S — N{I)) > 
J\ + a{G — S — N{J)). Thus, the algorithm needs not solve the 
subproblem of J. For example, let f G and S 二 N*{v). If 
w G N{v)^ then {？；} dominates {if；} in S since ii J CV — N*{v) 
and J U {tt;} is independent, then J U { f } is also independent. 
2.2.2 Algorithm 
Let G 二（Vj E). The algorithm selects a vertex v with minimum 
degree. For a degree 1 vertice v, suppose (v, w) E E. By above, 
{ f } dominates {w} in N*{v). Thus, the algorithm only solves 
the subproblem of G — N*{v). For vertices of degree 2 to 5, 
the algorithm solves different subproblems based on a long list 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2: (a):A graph with a maximum independent set of size 4; (b): 
Folding of vertex 1 in (a) 
and S does not contain any new vertex in G{v). Therefore, 
we have S Pi N(^wu) = 4>. Thus, S U {wu} — {ici, W2} is an 
independent set of G{v) and a{G) < 1 + is proved. 
It remains to show a{G) > l-ha{G{v)). Let 5 be a maximum 
independent set of G{v). If S does not contain any new vertices 
Wij, then is an independent set of G since SnN*{v) = <j). 
Otherwise, S must contain only one such Wij since all newly 
added vertices are adjacent to each others by the construction 
of G{v). Note that SnN{wij ) = 0 and SnN*{v)=小.Further-
more, we have N{wi) U N{wj) — N*{v) C N{wij). Therefore, we 
have Sri{N{wi)UN{wj)) = (j). In this case, SU{wi, wj} — {wij} 
is an independent set of G. Thus, the desired inequality is 
proved. • 
We will introduce mirroring, which is a little trick to help 
speed up the algorithm. 
Definition 2.5. Let G = (V, E) and S C V. S is a clique if 
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• • • 
Figure 2.3: is a mirror of v. 
Figure 2.4: u is not a mirror of v. 
for all distinct v^w e S, (f, w) G E. 
Definition 2.6 (Adopted from [3]). Let G = (V，E) and veV. 
A vertex u G N'^{v) is a mirror of v if N{v) — N{u) is a clique 
(possibly empty). 
Vertex u is a mirror of v in Figure 2.3 while vertex u is not 
a mirror of v in Figure 2.4. We denote the set of mirrors of v 
by M{v). In Figure 2.1 (a), M( l ) 二 {6}. If v is not contained 
in any maximum independent set, then the same holds for its 
mirrors M{v). A precise statement is given below. 
Lemma 2.5 (Mirroring, adopted from [3]). Let G = (y, E) and 
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；^ G V. Then a{G) = msix{a{G-{v}-M{v)), l-ha{G-N*{v))}. 
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2.1, it suffices to show a{G) < 
max{a(G - {v} - M{v)), 1 + a(G - iV*(v))}. 
Let 5 be a maximum independent set of G. If G 5, then 
S — { f } is an independent set of G — N*{v). Thus, a{G) < 
l^a{G-N*{v)) < m8ix{a{G-{v}-M{v)),l+a{G-N*{v))}. If 
V • S �观 have |5nA/'(z;)| > 2. (If = (f), then S is not of 
maximum cardinality. If = 1，let say Sr\N{v) = {n;}, 
then choose = SU { f } — {it;}. S' is a maximum independent 
set containing { f } and the first case applies.) Let u G M{v). 
Note that n {N{v) - N{u))\ < 1 {N{v) - N{u) is a clique 
by assumption). Furthermore, we have {S fl N{v) — N{u)) U 
{S n N{v) n Nf^u)) = sn N{v) and {S Pi (A^(^) - N{u))) n(5n 
N{v) n N{u)) = (j). It follows that fl N{v) n N{u)\ > 1. This 
implies SnN{u) ^ As a result, we have u ^ S which implies 
a{G) < a{G — {v} - M{v)) < max{a(G - {v} - M � ) , 1 + 
a{G-N*{v))}. • 
2.3.2 Algorithm 
Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch's algorithm [3], called mis is given 
in Figure 2.5. 
Let L(n) be the maximum number of leaves in the search tree 
to solve a problem of size n, where |V"| = n. Note that L(0) = 1. 
If rule (1) is satisfied, we have L(n) < L{n\) + L{n — rii) where 
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int mis(G) 
{ 
(0) if (1^1 = 1)，return 1; 
(1) if (G contains a connected component C, where C ^ G), 
return mis(C) + mis(G — C); 
(2) if (there exist vertices v and w such that w dominates v [Lemma 2.3]), 
return mis(G — {?;}); 
(3) if (there exists a foldable vertex v with d(v) < 4, and N(v) contains 
at most 3 anti-edges), 
return l+mis ( (5�)； 
(4) select a vertex v of maximum degree; 
return max{mis(G - {t;} - M{v)), l+mis(G - N*{v))}] 
} 
Figure 2.5: A simple algorithm given by Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch [3] 
I < ni < n — 1. If any of rule (2) or (3) is satisfied, then 
L(n) < L{n — 1). If rule (4) is satisfied, suppose we branch 
at V with d{v) 二 3. Consider the first case, the worst case is 
M{v) = we can only remove {i*}. After removing {t*} there 
must exist a degree two vertex, thus we can apply rule (2) or 
(3). In the first case, at least 2 vertices are removed. In the 
second case, N*{v) is at least of size 4 since d{v) = 3. Combin-
ing the two cases, we have L(n) < L{n — 2) + L{n — 4). Now, 
suppose d{v) > 4. In the first case, at least is removed. In 
the second case, N*{v) is at least of size 5 since d{v) > 4. Thus, 
we have L{n) < L{n — 1) + L(n — 5). 
To solve the above recurrences, we first prove a general the-
orem. The result is standard. For completeness, we give a self-
contained proof here. 
Theorem 2.1. Let S C R be a well-ordered set. Suppose we 
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have L{n) < maxi<i<r{L{n—ai)-{-L{n—bi)}, where r E N,n, ai^ bi,n— 
ai, n — hi G S and L{k) = 1 for all k < uq = m i n { a i , bi}. Let 
fi{x) = + — I , ai be the largest real root of fi{x) = 0 
and a = maxi<i<r ai. Then L{n) < a^ for all n e S. 
Proof. Fix i with 1 < i <r. Note that fi{l) = 1. Furthermore, 
we have l in ia；—+oo= — 1 and fi{x) is decreasing and con-
tinuous for all a; > 0. Therefore, we have ai > 1. Thus, a > 1. 
Note that we have L(no) = 1 < Assume L{k) < a^ for 
all k < n. Since fi{x) is decreasing for all x > 0, we have 
fi{x) < 0 for all X > a. In particular, for all 1 < z < r 
and n e S, we have + a打-〜< a"^. By induction as-
sumption, we have L(n) < maxi<i<^{L(n — ai) + L(n — 6^)} < 
m a x i 妙 + ^ ^ n - < • 
By Theorem 2.1’ the above problem is reduced to solving the 
roots of + 0；一2 - 1 = 0 and + 厂丄 -1 = 0. By numerical 
methods, we find that a = 1.3247... < 20.406. Note that at each 
step, the size of the graph of subproblem generated decreases 
at least by one. As a result, the depth of the search tree is at 
most n. Moreover, the algorithm only takes polynomial time 
at each step to solve a subproblem (without considering the 
recursive calls to the algorithm). Thus, the running time of 
the polynomial space algorithm is O* (20.406几）.This is not good 
when compared with algorithms of Tar j an and Trojanowski [8 
and Jian [5]. However, in the above running time analysis, we 
do not take into account the fact that decreasing the degree of 
a vertex (though not removing from graph) helps speed up the 
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algorithm. 
Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch designed a new measure to 
measure the size of the graph G given. They assign different 
weights to vertices of different degrees. By this technique of 
"Measure and Conquer", they proved that their algorithm has 
running time 0*(20急）[3:. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 3 
Improvements 
In chapter 2，we showed that Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch's 
algorithm has running time if we analyze the algo-
rithm with standard techniques. Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch 
found a much tighter bound using "Measure and Conquer". In 
this chapter, we will illustrate this technique with four exam-
ples. We hope to obtain a considerably better running time in 
the four examples. 
We will first start at the algorithm of Tarjan and Trojanowski 
8], which was published in 1977. Their algorithm consists of a 
total of five pages. In order to obtain a simpler case analysis, 
we will modify their algorithm and apply “ Measure and Con-
quer" hoping we can achieve some improvements on the time 
complexity. 
3.1 Tarjan and Trojanowski's Algorithm 
We modify the original algorithm of Tarjan and Trojanowski [8 
by considering the rule of branching (Lemma 2.1) at a vertex of 
18 
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degree 4 or more. Since the original algorithm is complicated, 
we work on a simpler modified algorithm to illustrate the idea 
of "Measure and Conquer". The original algorithm of Tarjan 
and Trojanowski [8] is given in Figures 3.1，3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 
3.6. The modified algorithm is in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. 
For the correctness of the modified algorithm, we need the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph, where = 
n. Suppose for all v e V, d{v) 二 2. Then a{G) = [|J； where 
m�is the largest integer less than or equal to m. 
Proof. Note that the graph consists of a cycle since G is con-
nected and d{v) = 2 for all v e V. Suppose Vi e V such that 
f l V2 —> ... Vn Vi forms a cycle. Now, let S' be a 
maximum independent set and without loss of generality that 
vi e S. Then V2k-\ G S for all k 二 1,..., |J�. It follows that 
二 LiJ. • 
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int mis(G) 
{ 
(0.1) if (|y| = 0), return 0; 
(0.2) if (G consists of distinct connected components Gi, G2,..., Gk), 
return I]5Limis(Gi); 
(1) if (there exists v such that d(v) = 1)，(Suppose (v,w) G E) 
return mis(G — {-u;}); 
(2) if (there exists v such that d(v) = 2)， 
(2.1) if (d(v} = 2 for all v e V) 
return [|J; 
(2.2) if (there exist v,wi eV such that d(v) = 2，d(wi) > 3， 
(v,wi) e E) 
(Suppose N{v) = {«；1,1(；2}) 
(2.2.1) if {{wi,w2) G E) 
return l+mis(G - N*{v)); 
(2.2.2) if { {wuW2)^E ) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*{v)), 
2+mis(G - N*{wi) - N*{w2)y, 
(3) if (there exists v such that d{v) = 3), 
(Suppose N(v) = {w^i,w;2，u»3)") 
(3.1) if {{WI,W2),{'W2,W3),{WI,W3) G E) 
return l+mis(G - N*lv))] 
(3.2) if ((^1,^2), {lui.ws) e E) (or symmetric cases) 
return max{H-mis(G - iV*(7;)),2+mis(G - N*^) - iV*—3))}; 
(3.3) if {{wi,w2) G E) (or symmetric cases) 
(Suppose Wi = V - {wi,w2, u»3} 一 N{wi), for i = 1,2,3 
Note 1^1，區I 红\/| - I P ^ S 1^ 1 - 6) 
(3.3.1) if (|iVi n Ay < n Ay 二 |y| - 6) (or_^mmetric cases) 
N*(v)), 2+mis(i^)}; 
(3.3.2) if (|]^n]^|，|]^n:^| S |V| — 7) _ _ 
return max{ l+mis (^ - I^v)), 2+mis(iVi n N;, 
2+mis(]^n 職 ； 
Figure 3.1: The Original Algorithm (Part I) [8] 
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(3.4) if ((wi,wjjj E for all i + j) 
( S u p p ^ Wi = V - ws} - N{wi), for i = 1,2,3 
Note \Ni\ 4]y| 二6 forj = 1,2,3) 
(3.4.1) if ( i T^nT^nT^I 2 IW —7) 一 一 一 
return^m^H^is(G — N*(v)), 3 + m i s ( i ^ n n 
(3.4.2) if \y\z3 o£jy | 二9) 
(3.4.2.1) if (p^nT^I < n 7^ 1 + 1 for a i n g j - ) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
一 _ s+i^iNlnl^Ws)}-
(3.4.2.2) if n 2 n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*(v)), 
2+mis (压 n 应 , — 
一 一 一 
(3.4.3) if 一 _ 
(3.4.3.1) if b；^ n s n n + 1 for all i + j) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
— _ A^Ng)}； 
(3.4.3.2) if n d： ^ n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
2 + m i s(压n应，一 
— _ S±mislWinl^7^] _ 
(3.4.3.3) if n 7^1’ n T^l 2 丨]^ n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*{v))^ 
2+mis(压 n 压)， 
2+mis(压 n 巡)，— 
^mi^inl^ N^)}] 
(3.4.3.4) if (iT^n^^l’ li^niVgl, 
(For 1 = 1,2,3’ let Uii,Ui2 e (N~j nW)-瓦, 
where j, k ^ i.) 
(3.4.3.4.1) if n = n n + 2 and 
(Wii,iii2) G E for some distinct i,j, k) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*{v)), 
2+mis(压 n 应， 
2+mis(^n^), 一 
Figure 3.2: The Original Algorithm (Part II) [8] 
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(3.4.3.4.2) if n = n ：^ n + 2 and 
(•i^ ii,叫2) ^  E for all distinct k) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*(v))^ 
4+mis(iVi n n Wz-
4+mis(iVi n N2 n Ns-二 
^ m ^ i ^ QZ^)}; 
(3.4.3.4.3) i f d^n i ^ l , l i^ni^l 二 IMni^n i^ l+2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*(v)), ‘ 
4+mis(iVi n n N3-
2 + m i s ( 么 门 — 
(3.4.3.4.4) if n = n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*(v)), 
2+mis(压 n 秘 
— _ N^)}； 
(3.4.3.4.5) if 俩 n 2 1：^ n ； ^ n + 3 
for i ^ j) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*(v)), 
2+mis(压 n 应， 
2+mis(^n^), 一 
Figure 3.3: The Original Algorithm (Part III) [8] 
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(4) if (there exists v such that d{v) = 4) 
(4.1) if {d{w) = 4 for all weV) 
(4.1.1) if (there exist v,w such that (v,w) • E and 
\N{v)nN{w)\>2) 
(4.1.1.1) if (|iV(t;yniV(tu)| > 3 ) 
return max{2+mis(G - N*{v) - N*{w)), 
mis(G - {i;，w;})}; 
(4.1.1.2) if ( | i V � = 2) 
(Let x,y e {N{v) - N(w)), 
q,r ^{N{w) - N{v)). 
Let N{z) = V - { z } - N{z) for z G V 
(4.1.1.2.1) i f ( ( a ; , y ) , ( 5 , r )G£ ; ) _ — 
return max{2+mis( iV� D N{w)), 
mis(G - {v,w})}; 
(4.1 丄2.2) ii{(x,y)eE, {q,r) ^ E) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{2+mis(]V(?;) n iV(u/)), 
n N{w)r) 
N{q)nNir)), 
mis(G - {i»，w;})}; 
(4.1.1.2.3) iH{x,y)M,T) _ 
\N{v )nN(w ) r )N{q ) n7V(r)| > — 9) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{3+mis(iV(^0 A 
风X) 
^ m i s ( ^ v ) n iv(w)n 
及⑷ n及M ) , 
mis(G - {t;, w})} ; 
{A.1.1.2A) i{({x,y)M,r) i j _ 
nN{r)l 
return max{2+mis(iV(^u) A iV(u;)), 
nN(w)n 
N(x) nNiy)),_ 
3+mis(iV⑷ n N{w、n 
mis(G -
Figure 3.4: The Original Algorithm (Part IV) [8] 
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(4.1.2) if (there exist v, w such that {v^w) G E or 
丨 i V � n i V H I < 1) 
(Suppose N{v) = {u)i,W2,W3,W4}. 
Let Wi = G - N{v) - N{wi).) 
(4.1.2.1) if ((wi,wi) G E for i = 2,3,4) (or symmetric cases) 
return 1; 
(4.1.2.2) if {(wi,w2),{wuw3),{w2,w3) e E, 
{WI,W4),{W2,W4),(W3,W4)朱 E) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*{v)), 
(4.1.2.3) 
—1’1/；3)，(1(；1,1/；4)’—2，""^3)’—2，〜• E) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*(v)), 
(4.1.2.4) i f { {wuW2)€E, 
{Wi ,W3),{W2,W3),{WI,W4), {W2, f/^ s), , ) ^ E) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
2 + m i s ( ^ n ^ ) , 一 
(4.1.2.5) if {{wi.wj)朱 E for i 一 j) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*{v)), 
2+mis(压 n 应， 
3 + m i s (压 n 否 n 敏 
3 + m i s ( 压门巡 n 敏 
4+mis n n n }; 
Figure 3.5: The Original Algorithm (Part V) [8] 
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(4.2) if {d(w) > 5 for some w e V) 
(Let V, w be such that d(v) = 4, d{w) > 5，{v, w) G E.) 
return max{l+mis(G — N*{w)), 
m i s ( G - M ) } ; 
(5) if {d{w) = 5 for all weV) 
(5.1) if(|V| = 6) 
return 1; 
(5.2) if (|T/| > 6) 
return max{l+mis(G 一 N*{v)),mis(G - {^；})}; 
(6) if (there exists w €V with d{w) > 6) 
return max{l+mis(G - iV*(ii;))，mis(G - {ly})} . 
} 
Figure 3.6: The Original Algorithm (Part VI) [8] 
s 
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int mis(G) 
{ 
(0.1) if {\V\ = 0), return 0; 
(0.2) if (there exists vertex v such that d{v) = 0)， 
return 1 + mis(G - {?;}); 
(1) if (there exists v such that d(v) = 1), (Suppose (v,w) G E) 
return mis(G — {w}); 
(2) if (there exists v such that d(v) = 2)， 
(2.1) if {d{v) = 2 for all v eV) 
(Suppose G has m connected components Q with \Ci\ = rii) 
return EIliL?」； 
(2.2) if (there exist v,Wi eV such that d(v) = 2, d{wi) > 3， 
{v^wi) € E) 
(Suppose N{v) = {^1,1^2}) 
(2.2.1) if ({wuw2) e E ) 
return l+mis(G - N*{v))] 
(2.2.2) ^ E) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
2+mis(G - N*{wi) - N*(w2))y, 
(3) if (there exists v such that d(v) = 3)， 
(Suppose N(v) = {'Wi,W2jW3}) 
(3.1) if ({wuw2),{w2,uu3),{wuw^) e E) 
return l+mis(G - N*{v))] 
(3.2) if ((uii，u>2)’ {wi.ws) e E) (or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)),2+mis{G - � — 2 ) - A^*K))}； 
(3.3) if ({wi,'W2) G E) (or symmetric cases) 
(Suppose J T i - V - {wi,w2,w3} — N{wi), for i = 1,2,3 
Note 區 I 4 ] y | — - 6) 
(3.3.1) if (|iVi n iV3| < n iVsl = |V1 — 6) (or_^mmetric cases) 
r e t u r n _m^H^ i s ( ^ - N*(v)), 2+mis(i^)}; 
(3.3.2)if(|;^n]yj|，|:^nM|yT/|-7) _ _ 
return max{ l+mis (^ - I ^ v ) ) , 2+mis(iVi n Ay , 
2+mis(7^ 门 
Figure 3.7: The Modified Algorithm (Part I) 
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(3.4) if ({wu Wj)i E for all i + j) 
(Supp^ Ni = V - {WI,W2, - N{wi), for z = 1,2,3 
Note 二6 for j = 1,2,3) 
(3.4.1) if (pWnT^nT^I 2 I W - 7 ) — — 一 
retur^ma^l+mis(G - N*(v)), 3+mis(]^ n n 
(3.4.2) if ( 1 7 7 ； " n = I : 8 o^jyi二9) 
(3.4.2.1) if (丨7^  n s n n +1 for all i + j) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
一 一 Jhn Jh)}； 
(3.4.2.2) if (jTT；" n 2 n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
2+mis(压 n 应 ) , — 
一 一 一 
(3.4.3) if |\/|^10)_ 
(3.4.3.1) i f � 7 ^ n s n 门 + 1 for all i + j) 
return max{l+mis(G - N* (v)), — — 
(3.4.3.2) if ( p ^ n 2 1：^ n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*(v)), 
2+mis(压门围，一 
一 _ _ 
(3.4.3.3) if 门 7^ 1，1：^  n 2 n n + 2) 
(or symmetric cases) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*{v)), 
2+mis (^n^) ,— 
^mi^if)!^ N^)}] 
(3.4.3.4) if (p^nT^I，\WinWsl iT^nT^I > |^门：^门：^丨+2) 
return max{l+mis(G - N*(v)), 
2+mis(压门应， 
2+mis (^n^) ,— 
(4) select a vertex v of maximum degree; 
return max{mis(G - {^；})’ l+mis(G - N*(v))}] 
} 
Figure 3.8: The Modified Algorithm (Part II) 
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3.1.1 Correctness and Running Time Analysis 
We will prove the correctness and find an upper bound for the 
algorithm in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Here, L(n) denotes the maxi-
mum number of leaves of a search tree to solve a problem of size 
n, where |y| = n. The analysis of each rule is as follows. 
(0.2) This rule is trivially true. The recurrence is L(n) < L(n — 
1). 
(1) The set {v} dominates in N*{v) (Lemma 2.2). The 
recurrence is L{n) < L(n — 1). 
(2.1) The graph consists of cycles only (Lemma 3.1). The recur-
rence is L(n) < 1. 
(2.2.1) The set { f } dominates and {W2} in N*{v) (Lemma 
2.2). The recurrence is L(n) < L(n — 3). 
(2.2.2) The set {wi, W2} dominates {wi} and {1^2} in N*{v) (Lemma 
2.2). The recurrence is L{n) < L{n - 3) + L{n — 5). 
(3.1) The set {v} dominates {wi} in N*{v), for all i = 1,2,3 
(Lemma 2.2). The recurrence is L(n) < L(n - 4). 
(3.2) The set {v} dominates {购} in N*{v), for all i = 1,2,3 
(Lemma 2.2). The recurrence is L(n) < L (n -4 ) + I / (n-5) . 
(3.3.1) Note that N^ n Ws = Ws e^nd 二 一 6. If J C 
V — N*{v) such that J U {wi,ws} is independent, we have 
J C JfinJh. Thus, J = i^niVa. Therefore, {W2,W3} 
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dominates {wi,ws} in N*{v) (Lemma 2.2). The recurrence 
is L{n) < L{n — 4) + L{n - 6). 
(3.3.2) The recurrence is L(n) < L{n - 4) + 2L(n - 7). 
(3.4.1) For i = 1,2,3，since n n 2 |V| — 7 and \Ni\ < 
V\-6, we have (T^nl^flT^)| < 1. Thus, {wi,w2,ws} 
dominates {it;“ wj} in {i;, wi^w2, ws} for all The recur-
rence is L{n) < L(n — 4) + L{n - 6). 
(3.4.2) If P^nTi^l s + l for some then for all J C 
V — N*{v) such that Ju{wi,wj} is independent , only the 
following two cases occur. If {WiHWj - {WinN2nNs)\ = 1, 
suppose z e MnTf广(NlnJTimfz), Ju{wuw2,ws}-{z} 
is also independent. U \Ni nWj - {Th nW2 H W)\ = 0， 
J U W2} is independent. Thus, {wi,wj} is domi-
nated by 切3} in N*{v). 
For distinct ij, k, we have \Ni\ > \WinN^r]Ws\ + \NinWj-
{WinT^nW3)\ + \WinWk -{WinW2nN^)\. Fori = 1,2,3, 
since \Nl\ < - 6 and \Win7^nT%\ > - 9 , we have 
+ < 3. 
Thus, we get \WinWj\ < i^niVsl + 2 for exactly one 
pair of i ^ j. Suppose 1,2 is such a pair. 
(3.4.2.1) By the explanation in (3.4.2) above, {wi,wj} is dominated 
by {if；!, W2, ws} in N*{v) for all i ^ j. {^；} also dominates 
{wi} for all 2 = 1,2,3. The recurrence is L{n) < L ( n - 4 ) + 
L ( n - 8 ) . 
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(3.4.2.2) By the explanation in (3.4.2) above, {w^^  w^} and {wi^ws} 
are dominated by {wi^w2, tt^ s} in N* (v). { f } also dominates 
{wi} for all 2 = 1,2,3. The recurrence is L(n) < L ( n - 4 ) + 
L ( n - 6 ) + L ( n - 8 ) . 
(3.4.3.1) same as (3.4.2.1). The recurrence is L(n) < L{n 一 4) + 
L(n_ 10). 
(3.4.3.2) same as (3.4.2.2). The recurrence is L(n) < L{n - 4) + 
L ( n - 6 ) + L ( n - 1 0 ) . 
(3.4.3.3) By the explanation in (3.4.2) above, {w2,ws} is dominated 
by w^}. The recurrence is L{n) < L{n—A)+2L{n— 
6 ) + L ( n - 1 0 ) . 
(3.4.3.4) The recurrence is L(n) < L ( n - 4 ) + 3 L ( n - 6 ) + L (n -10 ) . 
(4) The recurrence is L{n) < L(n - 1) + L(n - 5). 
By Theorem 2.1, we find that L(n) < c . 20.4�6几 for some 
constant c > 0. By the discussion of last chapter, we prove 
that the running time of the algorithm in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 
is O*(20 406n) and the worst case recurrence is the recurrence for 
rule (4). 
3.1.2 Improvement 
Following the approach of Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch [3], 
we assign weights to vertices of different degrees so as to take 
into account the effect of decreasing a vertex's degree since the 
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algorithm does not work well at vertices of degree 4 or higher 
(The worst recurrence is the one for rule (4)). 
Let G = (y, E) and rii be the number of vertices of degree i 
in G. We will use the following measure k{G) as the "size" of 
the graph: 
k{G) = y^^WjUj, 
i>0 
where Wi G [0,1] is to be fixed. Note that k{G) < n. 
To simplify the running time analysis, we will make the fol-
lowing assumptions: 
1. We assume wq = wi = 0. The reason is that vertices 
with degree at most 1 can be removed from graph with-
out branching by rule (0.2) or (1). These vertices only 
contribute to the running time by polynomial factors. 
2. We assume Wi = 1, for all i > 4. Then, we only have to 
decide 2 weights W2 and W3. 
3. Let Awi = Wi - Wi-i be the decrease in weight of a vertex 
of degree i. We assume Aw2 > A > Ak;4 > 0. Since 
a vertex of degree 1 can be removed without branching, 
intuitively, the effect of decreasing the degree of a degree 2 
vertex is more significant than that of a degree 4 vertex. 
Let L{k) be the maximum number of leaves of the search 
tree to solve a graph G of size k. For graphs of size k = 0, 
the algorithm solves it in polynomial time without branching. 
We have L(0) = 1. Therefore, by the discussion in the previous 
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section, if L{k) < 2卵 for some jS > 0, then the running time of 
the algorithm is 
The recurrences for rules (2) and (3) are listed as follows. 
(2.1) L{k) < 1. 
(2.2.1) L{k) < L{k-2w2-w^). 
(2.2.2) L{k) < L{k — 2w2 W3) + L(k — Aw2 — w^). 
(3.1) L{k) < L{k-Aw3). 
(3.2) L{k) < L{k — 4^3) + L{k -
(3.3.1) L{k) < L{k - Aws) + L{k - 6W3). 
(3.3.2) L{k) < L{k — 4^3) + 2L(/c - 7购). 
(3.4.1) L{k) < L{k — Aws) + L{k — 6W3). 
(3.4.2.1) L(k) < L{k - Aws) + L{k - Sw^). 
(3.4.2.2) L{k) < L(k — Aw^) + L{k — 6ws) + L{k - Sws). 
(3.4.3.1) L{k) < L{k - Aws) + L{k - 1(^ ；3). 
(3.4.3.2) L{k) < L{k - Aw^) + L{k - 6ws) + L{k — 10^3)• 
(3.4.3.3) L{k) < L(k - Aws) + 2L{k - 6ws) + L{k - lOw^). 
(3.4.3.4) L{k) < L{k - Aw^) + 3L(k — 6W3) + L(k - IOW3). 
For rule (4), suppose we branch at a vertex v with d(v) = d. 
Note that d > 4 since rule (2) and (3) cannot be applied and v 
is the vertex with maximum degree. Let N{v) = { ^ 1 , ^ 2 , W d } 
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and di = d{ui). Let mi {mi{v)) be the number of vertices of 
degree i in N{v), i.e. rrii = |{w E N{v) | d{u) = i}. 
The analysis is divided into the following two cases. 
1. We consider the subproblem for G — { f } . 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the 
removal of {吐 The size also decreases by 
due to the reduction in N{v). Thus, in this case, the total 
reduction in size is 
d 
A i = z u d - h ^ r r i i A w i . 
2. We consider the subproblem for G — N*{v). 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the 
removal of { f } . The size further decreases by '^i^i 
due to the removal of N{v). There may also be reduction 
in but we ignore this reduction here for simplicity. 
Thus, in this case, the total reduction in size is 
d 
A2 > Wd + ^rriiWi. 
2=4 
By the analysis above, we get the following recurrences 
L(k) < L{k - A i ) + L{k — A2 ) (3.1) 
subject to = which are dominated by the following 
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weaker recurrences 
d d 
L{k) < L{k — Wd — ^ rriiAwi) + L{k - Wd- ^ rriiWi) (3.2) 
i=4 i=4 
subject to rrii = d. 
For z > 5, we have Awi = 0 and Wi = 1. For d> 5, we have 
Ai = l+77i4Z\u>4 and A2 > 1 +m4K;4 + m>5, where m>i = E 
N{v) I d{u) > i}. 
By the above observation, we only need to calculate a finite 
number of recurrences since recurrences (3.2) for c? > 5 are dom-
inated by 
L{k) < L{k — 1 — 1714Aw4) + L{k - 1 - miW^ - m>5) (3.3) 
subject to 1714 + m>5 二 5. 
The proof of the above will be given in Lemma 3.2 in a later 
section. 
Now, we fix w2,ws G [0,1], let S = {ai + a2W2 + a^ws 
ai, a2, as G N U {0} } . Note that S is the set which contains all 
possible sizes for a graph and is well-ordered. 
When we run through d from 4 to 5 and all possible rrii sat-
isfying 7714 + m>5 = d, and also considering the recurrences for 
rules (2) and (3), we have 
L{k) < max {L{k — bi) + L{k — q ) } (3.4) 
l<i<m 
where k e S, m e N, bi and q depends on W2 and w^. Let ft 
be the largest roots of + — 1 = 0 and (3 = maxi<i<^/?i. 
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Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have L{k) < c . for 
some constant c > 0. Thus the problem reduces to finding 
weights W2 and w^ which minimize /3. 
To find good weights for the problem, we follow the approach 
of randomized local search technique in [4]. First, we fix ini-
tial weights W2 and ws which satisfy the initial assumptions. 
These yield a solution f5. Then we randomly perturb the weights 
W2 and w^ by generating normal random variables. If the new 
weights w'2 and u/3 are feasible and yield a better solution, i.e. 
P' < jS, then we update the weights. If there are no improve-
ment after a large number of steps，then we will decrease the 
variance of the random variables drawn and repeat the above 
process. 
By the help of the computer, we numerically find that when 
{W2,W3) = (0.71000996,0.98383497), we have 13 = 1.31590763... < 
20.39606n rphus the running time of algorithm in Figures 3.7 and 
3.8 is The worst case recurrence is the recurrence 
for rule (3.4.3.4). The improvement is not significant when com-
paring with the bound obtained from standard anal-
ysis. 
3.1.3 Using more weights 
In the previous section, we use only two weights w^) to 
compute the running time. A nature question to ask is if we can 
find a better bound by using more weights. In this subsection, 
we will use four weights 切4，切5) to see if increasing the 
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number of weights results in a tighter upper bound. 
In the following running time analysis, we will follow the 
notations and approach in section 3.1.2. 
The initial assumptions will be changed to the following: 
1. We assume wq = wi = 0. 
2. We assume Wi = 1, for all i > 6. Then, we only have to 
compute finite and small number of weights. 
3. Let Awi = Wi - Wi-\ be the decrease in weight of a vertex 
of degree i. We assume > Ati;3 > ... > Aicg > 0. 
The recurrences for rule (2) to (4) are the same as in sec-
tion 3.1.2. However, since Wi = 1 and Att;^  二 0 for i 2 7, 
the recurrences (3.2) for d > 7 are dominated by the following 
recurrences 
6 6 
L(k) < L{k — \ — ^ rUiAwi) + L{k — 1 - ^ rUiWi — m>7) (3.5) 
i=A i=4 
subject to XIL4 饥i + ^>7 = 7. 
We have a finite set of recurrences after fixing 切4, ^ 
0,1]. By the help of the computer, we numerically find that 
when 
—2, 切4,切5) = (0.53635019,0.98383497,0.99999999,1), we get 
p 二 1.31590764... < 20.39606n Thus the running time of algo-
rithm in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 is O*(20.39606n) The worst case 
recurrence is the recurrence for rule (4) of the case when d 二 4, 
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7714 = 4. After using more weights, we cannot find a better 
bound than using two weights. It seems that no significant im-
provement can be made even if we use more than two weights 
in this algorithm. 
By the approach of "Measure and Conquer", the improve-
ment is unsatisfactory when compared with the result by using 
standard analysis. This may be because of the fact that the 
algorithm consists of too many branching rules for low degree 
vertices which hinder the performance of the algorithm. 
In the following sections, we will turn to algorithms with 
simple structure to see if we can achieve a much better bound 
by the method of "Measure and Conquer". 
3.2 The First Algorithm 
In Figure 3.9, we give a simple algorithm which is discussed in 
9]. This algorithm consists of only 5 reduction and branching 
rules. Thus, the running time analysis is much simpler than that 
of the algorithm in the previous section. 
The correctness of the algorithm in Figure 3.9 follows from 
Lemma 2.1, 2.3 and 3.1. 
3.2.1 Standard Analysis 
Let L{n) be the maximum number of leaves in the search tree to 
solve a problem of size n, where \V\ = n. Note that L(0) 二 1. If 
rule (1) or (2) is satisfied, we have L(n) < L{n - 1). If rule (3) 
are satisfied, then L{n) = 1. If rule (4) is satisfied, note that by 
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int mis(G) 
{ 
(0) if = 0), return 0; 
(1) if (there exists a vertex v such that d(v) = 0), 
return 1 + mis(G — 
(2) if (there exists a vertex v such that d{v) = 1)， 
(Suppose w is the neighbour of v.) 
return mis(G — {it;}); 
(3) if (for all t; e V^ , d(v) = 2), 
(Suppose G has m connected components Ci with |Ci| = nj.) 
return E'll^J； 
(4) select a vertex v of maximum degree, 
return max{mis(G - { f } ) , l+mis(G - N*{v))}] 
} 
Figure 3.9: A simple algorithm that solves the maximum independent set 
problem, adopted from [9 
rule (3)，we have to branch at a vertex v with d{v) > 3. Thus, 
we have L{n) < L{n — 1) + L{n - 4). 
Let /3 be the largest real root of + - 1 二 0. By 
numerical computation, we find that (3 = 1.3802…< 20.465. 
Thus, from the discussion in the previous chapter, the running 
time of the algorithm in Figure 3.9 is O*(20.465”. 
3.2.2 Measure and Conquer 
We will use the notations defined in section 3.1 throughout this 
thesis. The initial assumptions are the same as in section 3.1.2. 
Note that for rules (1), (2) and (3)，no branching is involved. 
Thus, these three rules only contribute to the running time by 
polynomial factors. Rule (4) is the one which contributes most 
to the running time. 
Suppose at a step, rule (4) applies and we branch at a vertex 
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V. Note that d{v) > 3 since rules (2) and (3) cannot be applied 
and V is the vertex with maximum degree. The analysis of rule 
(4) is divided into two cases: 
1. We consider the subproblem for G — {t*}. 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the 
removal of {外 The size also decreases by 
due to the reduction in N{v). Thus, in this case, the total 
reduction in size is 
d 
Ai = Wd + y^m^Aw^ 
i=2 
2. We consider the subproblem for G - N*{v). 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the 
removal of {v}. The size further decreases by 爪i切i 
due to the removal of N{v). There may also be reduction 
in but N^{v) may be empty. Thus, in this case, the 
total reduction in size is 
d 
A2 > Wd + y^rniWj. 
i=2 
By the analysis above, we arrive at the following recurrences 
L{k) < L{k - Ai) + L(k — A2) 
subject to Ylt=2 饥i = d, which are dominated by the weaker 
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recurrences 
d d 
L{k) < L{k -Wd-^ rUiAwi) + L{k - tu^  - ^ rriiWi) (3.6) 
2=2 i=2 
subject to Yli=2 = d. 
Note that for z > 5, we have Wi = 1 and Awi = 0. By 
the above observation, it suffices to calculate a finite number 
of recurrences. A precise statement is given in the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 (Adopted from [3]). All recurrences (3.6) for d > 5 
are dominated by the following recurrences 
4 4 
L{k) < L{k — 1 — ^ ^ iriiAwi) + L{k — 1 — ^ rriiWi — (3.7) 
i=2 1=2 
subject to J2i=2 爪i + ^>5 = 5. 
Proof. By the discussion above, since Wi = 1 and Awi = 0 
for all z > 5, we have for d > 5, Ai = 1 + Ylt=2 讯叫 and 
A2 > 1 + J2i=2 爪i叫i + ^>5-
Now fix ci > 5, let rrii be such that + ^>5 = d, where 
m>5 = Yli>5 '^i- We construct m- recursively as follows. 
1. Set d! = 5. We first check on 7722. 
If 7722 > then set m'2 = d', m'^ = m'^ 二 m>5 = 0 and end 
the process. 
Otherwise, set m'2 =爪2 and update d' by d! = d! — m'2. 
2. Then we check on m^. 
If 7723 > d\ then mg = d!, m'^ = m>5 二 0 and end the 
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process. 
Otherwise, set mg = 7713, update d' by d! = d! — m'^ and go 
to step 1. 
The process will end eventually since Ya=2 = d> b. 
Note that m- < rrii for all i and 讯'i + ^>5 = 5 by 
our construction. We have < Ylt=2 and 
'^'i^i < 饥i叫.Thus, the recurrences 
4 4 
L(k) < L{k — 1 — ^ rriiAwi) + L{k - 1 - ^ rUiWi -
i=2 i=2 
subject to J2t=2 mi + ^>5 = d are dominated by the weaker 
recurrences 
4 4 
L{k) < L ( / c - l - ^ m - A ^ i ) + - 1 - ^ m!(Wi — m ' � ) 
i=2 i=2 
subject to 爪；+ 爪,>5 二 5. • 
By the process in section 3.1.2, with initial weights W2 = 0.5 
and ws = 0.5, we numerically find that when 
{W2,W3) = (0.5966018,0.9286447), we have (3 = 1.29043429... < 
20.36786. It follows that the running time of the algorithm in 
Figure 3.9 is O*(20.36786n)，which is significantly better than 
O*(20.465n)’ derived from standard analysis. The worst case re-
currence is when d = 3，m2 = 0 and 7713 二 3. This algorithm 
also performs much better than the algorithm in Figures 3.7 and 
3.8. 
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3.2.3 Using more weights 
In this subsection, we hope we can obtain a better bound by 
using four weights w^ ^ w^). The initial assumptions are 
the same as in section 3.1.3. 
By the discussion in section 3.2.2, we have the same recur-
rences 
d d 
L{k) < L{k — Wd — ^ rriiAwi) + L{k — Wd — ^ miWi) (3.8) 
i=2 i=2 
subject to Ya=:2 爪i = d. 
Since Wi = 1 and Awi = 0 for z > 7, the recurrences (3.8) for 
d > 7 are dominated by 
6 6 
L{k) < L(/c - 1 - ^ rriiAwi) + L(/c - 1 - ^ rriiWi - m > j ) (3.9) 
i=2 i=2 
subject to 爪i + ^>7 = 7. 
Thus, we only have to calculate a finite number of recur-
rences. Our job remains to find weights {w2, ws, w^ ^ w )^ which 
minimize (3. We numerically obtain 
{W2, W^, W4, W5) = (0.5966057,0.9286457,0.9999999,1) which leads 
to /3 = 1.29043474... < 2036786 The worst case recurrence is 
when d = 4, 7722 = 7713 = 0 and 7714 = 4. Thus the running time 
of the algorithm is O*(20.36786n) 
In this algorithm, using more weights does not seem to help 
in finding a tighter bound. The result using four weights is a 
bit worse than using two weights in this algorithm. It may be 
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int mis(G) 
{ 
(0) if (1^1 = 0)，return 0; 
(1) if (there exists a vertex v such that d{v) = 0), 
return 1 + mis(G - {?;}); 
(2) if (there exist two vertices v and w such that N*{w) C N*{v)), 
return mis(G — {t;}); 
(3) if (for all veV, d(v) = 2), 
(Suppose G has m connected components Ci with |Ci| = rii) 
return E r = i m ； 
(4) select a vertex v of maximum degree, 
return max{mis(G - {?;}), l+mis(G - N*{v))}-, 
} 
Figure 3.10: The second algorithm, modified from [9] 
because of the randomized local search technique we use to find 
the weights. It seems that no significant improvement can be 
made if we use more than two weights in this algorithm. 
3.3 The Second Algorithm 
This algorithm is modified from the algorithm in section 3.2. 
The concept of dominance [3] in Lemma 2.3 is applied in order 
to speed up the original algorithm. The modified algorithm is 
given in Figure 3.10. If we use standard analysis, we achieve 
the same running time O*(20.465n) as in the algorithm in section 
3.2. Thus, we try to apply "Measure and Conquer" to examine 
how the technique of dominance helps speed up the original 
algorithm. 
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3.3.1 Running Time Analysis 
We will first use two weights and the initial assumptions are the 
same as in section 3.1.2. 
Considering rule (4), we will divide the running time analysis 
into two cases: 
1. We consider the subproblem for G —何. 
The total reduction in size is 
d 
Ai = Wd + ^rriiAwi. 
i=2 
(same as in section 3.2.2) 
2. We consider the subproblem for G — N*{v). 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the re-
moval of { f } . The size further decreases by due 
to the removal of N{v). There may also be reduction in 
Note that for each vertex w in N{v), it must have 
at least one neighbour in otherwise w dominates v 
and rule (2) applies. Therefore, there are at least d edges 
between N{v) and N'^{v). The reduction for each edge be-
tween N{v) and N^{v) is at least Awd by initial assumption 
3. Thus, the reduction in N'^{v) is at least dAwd. In this 
case, the total reduction in size is 
d 
A2 > lUd + ^ rriiWi + dAwd. 
i=2 
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By the above analysis, we arrive at the following recurrences 
L{k) < L{k — Ai) + L(k - A2) 
subject to Yli=2 爪i = d, which are dominated by a set of weaker 
recurrences 
d d 
L{k) < L(k — Wd — ^ rriiAwi) + L{k -Wd- ^ miWi — dAwd) 
2=2 i=2 
(3.10) 
subject to 饥i = d. 
Similar to the discussion in section 3.2.2, the recurrences 
(3.10) for d > 5 are dominated by the recurrences 
4 4 
L{k) < L{k — 1 — y^mjAwj ) + L{k-1 — y ^ m j U U i - ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
i=2 i=2 
subject to 爪i + ^>5 = 5. 
We only need to calculate a finite number of recurrences. We 
numerically find that when —2,103) = (0.4276845,0.9068486), 
we get p = 1.28519903... < 20.36199. Thus the running time of 
the second algorithm in Figure 3.10 is 0*(20遍99” 
3.3.2 Using More Weights 
In this section, we will use four weights {w2,1^3,w^) to see if 
we can get a tighter upper bound. The initial assumptions are 
the same as in section 3.1.3. 
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The recurrences are the same as in the previous subsection: 
d d 
L{k) < L(k -Wd-y] rUiAwi) + L(k —购一二 mm — dAwd) 
i=2 i=2 
(3.12) 
subject to = Similar to the discussion in section 
3.2.3’ the recurrences (3.12) for d > 7 are dominated by the 
recurrences 
6 6 
L{k) < L{k — l — y^^miAwi)-\-L{k-l-y^^miWi — m>7) (3.13) 
i=2 i=2 
—r* 
subject to rrii + m>7 = 7. 
Numerically, we find that when 
= (0.5390437,0.8625855,0.9736865,1), we have 
P = 1.26666734... < Thus the running time of the 
algorithm in Figure 3.10 is O*(20.34i04n) this example, we 
find a tighter bound by using two more weights. By the above 
weights found, it seems sufficient to use only three weights for 
this algorithm. When comparing with the time complexity of 
the first algorithm, introducing the concept of dominance speeds 
up the original algorithm significantly. 
3.4 The Third Algorithm 
The third algorithm is modified from algorithms in [1, 3] and 
the second algorithm by introducing the concept of folding. The 
third algorithm is given in Figure 3.11. 
Note that in this algorithm, vertices of degree less than or 
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int mis(G) 
{ 
(0) if {\V\ = 0)，return 0; 
(1) if (there exists a vertex v such that d{v) = 0), 
return 1 + mis(G — {?;}); 
(2) if (there exist two vertices v and w such that N*{w) C N*{v)), 
return mis(G — {?;}); 
(3) if (there exists a foldable vertex v with d(v) < 3， 
select such vertex of minimum degree and fold), 
return l+mis((5(?;)); 
(4) select a vertex v of maximum degree, 
return max:{mis(G - {?;})，l+mis((7 - N*{v))}; 
} 
Figure 3.11: The third algorithm, modified from [3, 1] 
equal to 2 can be filtered out without branching. It is because 
vertices of degree 2 either dominate other vertices or are foldable. 
Thus, rule (2) or (3) applies. Therefore, we have to amend our 
initial assumptions to the following. 
1. We assume wq = Wi = W2 = 0. It is because vertices of 
degree less than or equal to 2 can be filtered out without 
branching. 
2. We assume Wi = 1, for all i > 7. Then, we only have to 
compute finite and small number of weights. 
3. Let Awi = Wi — Wi-i be the decrease in weight of a vertex 
of degree i. We assume Aws > Aw4 > ... > Awj > 0. 
However, folding (rule (3)) may increase the size of the graph. 
Therefore, we need to add a few constraints. Suppose at a step, 
we apply rule (3) and fold a vertex v with d{v) = d. We need 
to consider cases when d = 2,3. 
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d^ cAD CA) ^ ^^  
Figure 3.12: v is not foldable in the first graph while rule (2) applies in the 
third and fourth graphs. 
1. d = 2 
Let N{v) = {ui,u2} and d{ui) = d^. Note that Ui,U2 are 
non-adjacent, otherwise v dominates ui. Furthermore, the 
new vertex Ui2 has degree at most {di — 1) + (<^ 2 — 1 ) = 
di d2 — 2. Thus we have for all di, d2 > 2, 
W2 + Wd, +Wd2 - Wd,+d2-2 = 叫 切 一 切 > 0. (3.14) 
2. d = 3 
Let N{v) = {ui,u2, lis} and d{ui) 二 di. Suppose {ui^u2) G 
E and (1/1,1/3), (1^2,购)• E. (Only this case is possible for 
folding, see Figure 3.12.) Note that the new vertex Ui^  has 
degree at most {di — 2) + (而—1) + 1 = di + d^ — 2 for 
2 = 1,2. Thus we have for all (ii, <^3 > 3, 
m + Wd, + Wd^  + Wd^  — Wd,+ds-2 - m2+d3-2 > 0. (3.15) 
Lemma 3.3. Constraints (3.14) cmd (3.15) for di�7 is domi-
nated by the constraints with di replaced by 1. 
Proof. If di > 7 for some z, we have Wdi 二 1 = w-j and Wdi^dj-2 二 
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1 = Wdj+5, where dj > 2. 
Consider the constraint (3.14). Without loss of generality, 
we suppose di > 7. If we replace di by 7, we have the new 
constraint 
m 2 — + 1 > 0 
for d2 > 2. For d) > 2, we have =切d2+5 = 1. Thus, 
Wd, + m2 - m,+d2-2 = l + W d ^ - Wd2+5 > 0. 
Consider the constraint (3.15). Without loss of generality, 
we suppose di > 7. If we replace di by 7, we have the new 
constraint 
UJ3 + uJd2 + m3 —切而+5 — m2+ds-2 + 1 > 0 
for 0^ 2, ds > 3. For d2,(k > 3, we have Wd^ d^^ -2 =秘而+ 5 = 1. 
Thus, 
+ 川 di + UJd2 + Wds —切 而-2 —切 ch+(k-2 
= + Wd^ + Wd^ - Wd^+S - ^^2+^3-2 + 1 
> 0. 
• 
Therefore, we only need to consider the constraint (3.14) for 
di, d2 G {2，3,4,5，6，7} and the constraint (3.15) for di, (k G 
{3,4,5,6,7} . 
The running time analysis for the rule (4) of the algorithm 
in Figure 3.11 is divided into the following two cases. 
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1. We consider the subproblem for G — 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the 
removal of { f } . The size also decreases by rriiAwi 
due to the reduction in N{v). Thus, the total reduction in 
size is 
d 
Ai = Wd + y^mjAtc^ 
z=3 
2. We consider the subproblem for G — N*(v). 
The size of the problem decreases by Wd because of the 
removal of 何 . T h e size further decreases by rriiWi 
due to the removal of N{v). There may also be reduction in 
Note that for each vertex w in N{v), it must have 
at least one neighbour in otherwise w dominates v 
{N*{w) C N*{v)) and rule (2) applies. Moreover, if w is in 
N{v) such that d{w) = 3, then there must be exactly two 
edges between w and Otherwise, we can fold w and 
rule (3) applies. Therefore, there are at least d + 7713 edges 
between N(v) and N^(v) . Since for each edge between 
N(v) and the reduction is at least Awd by initial 
assumption 3. Thus, the reduction in N^(v) is at least 
(d + msJAwd. In this case, the total reduction in size is 
d 
A2 > Wd + y ^ mm + {d + ms)Awd. 
i=3 
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subject to X^Ls 爪i = d. 
For z > 8, we have Awi = 0 and Wi = 1. By the discussion in 
section 3.2.2, we have recurrences (3.16) for c/ > 8 are dominated 
by 
7 7 
L(k) < L ( k - l - Y ^ m i A w i ) - h L ( k - l - J ^ m i W i - m > 8 ) (3.17) 
i=3 i=3 
subject to rhi + m>s = 8. 
By the help of the computer, we numerically find that when 
= (0.5196894,0.8202818,0.9465605,0.9927809), 
we get (3 = 1.22662682... < 20.29470 Thus the running time of the 
third algorithm in Figure 3.11 is O*(20.29470n) The performance 
of the algorithm improves a lot by introducing the concept of 
folding to deal with degree 2 vertices in which dominance cannot 
be applied. 
When compared with the upper bound found using standard 
analysis (O* (20.406”），观 can design a measure for the problem 
which capture the characteristics of the algorithm. Thus, we 
can sometimes find a much better bound by using the method 
“Measure and Conquer". 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Lower Bounds 
In chapter 3，we have illustrated how to achieve improvement on 
the upper bounds of the running time of four different algorithms 
by applying the technique of "Measure and Conquer". However, 
we do not know if the upper bounds found are tight. Therefore, 
in this chapter, we will investigate the lower bounds on running 
time of the four algorithms. The idea of the input graphs are 
based on examples given by Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch in 
3, 4:. 
4.1 Tarjan and Trojanowski's Algorithm 
Consider the graph Gi = (V, E) with \V\ = n = 71, where 
I > 1. Gi consists of I blocks Bi, where i = 1,2，...,/, with each 
block Bi consisting of 7 vertices, namely Ui,ai,bi,Ci,di,ei, fi. 
For i = 1’ 2 ， I , Ui is adjacent to all of {a“ bi, c^ , di, e“ / J and 
[CLi, b“ Ci} are adjacent to all of {di, e^ , fi}. There are also edges 
(ai,ai+i), (bi,bi+i), (d“4H)，(6^,6^+1), {fufi+i) for all 
z = 1 , 2 , I — 1. By the above construction, we have d{ui) = 6 
52 
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Figure 4.1: Input graph Gi for 1 = 3, for the modified Tar j an and Tro-
janowski's Algorithm 
for all i = 1,2’".,^’ d{ai) 二 d{bi) = d{ci) = d(di) = d{ei)= 
d{fi) = 6 for all i = 2 , 3 , I - 1，d{ai) = d{bi) = d{ci)= 
d{di) = d{ei) = d{fi) 二 5 and d{ai) = difii) = d{ci) = d{di)= 
d{ei) = d{fi) 二 5. The graph Gi for / = 3 is given in Figure 4.1. 
Theorem 4.1. The running time of the algorithm in Figures 
3.7 and 3.8 is 0(2早）=f](20.i42n). 
Proof. We apply the algorithm on Gi. Since all vertices of Gi are 
of degree 5 or more, therefore rule (4) applies and the algorithm 
branches at a vertex of maximum degree. The algorithm may 
branch at Ui. If so, in the first case, Ui is removed from graph 
and d{ai) = c/(6i) = d{ci) = d{di) = d{ei) = d{fi) = 4. Thus, 
in the next step, rule (4) still applies and the algorithm may 
branch at U2 (see Figure 4.2 for the case I = 3). In the second 
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case, N*{ui) is removed and is left. Therefore, at the next 
step, rule (4) applies and the algorithm may branch at u). 
Now suppose we are at some step k and we have branched at 
{ui, U2, in sequence, we may reach the following graphs. 
1. The graph Gi-k+i-
Then the algorithm may branch at the vertex Uk which is 
of maximum degree. 
2. The graph Gi-k+\ together with some connected blocks 
Bi — {？ij}, Bi+i — {i/j+i}, Bj - {uj}. (There are edges 
connecting the blocks by construction.) 
Since the blocks are connected, all vertices are of degree at 
least 4. Thus, the algorithm may still choose to branch at 
Uk. 
3. The graph Gi-k+i together with isolated blocks Bh — {uh}. 
(They are not connected to any other blocks.) (possibly 
with some connected blocks Bi — { i i j , Bi^i — {ui+i},..., 
Bj — K } . ) 
Note that in the isolated blocks, there exists vertices of 
degree 3. (see Figure 4.3 for the case I : 3 and k = 2) Rule 
(3.4) applies and eventually we will arrive at a subproblem 
with only Gi-k+i- (possibly together with connected blocks 
Bi - {uj}, Bi+i - {ui+i}, Bj - {uj} of all vertices of at 
least degree 4.) Thus, the algorithm may branch at Uk. 
Therefore, by repeating the above argument, the algorithm 
may branch at ui. The algorithm may at least branch 
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Figure 4.2: The graph after removing Ui. 
for I = J times resulting in at least I = y leaves in the search 
tree to solve Gi. Thus, the running time of the algorithm in 
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 is Q(2t) = n(20.i42”. • 
4.2 The First Algorithm 
We consider the graph Gi = (V, E) with = n = 51, where 
1 > 1. Gi consists of I blocks Bi, where i = 1,2,…,1, with each 
block Bi consisting of 5 vertices, namely {ui,ai,bi,Ci,di}. For 
2 = 1 , 2 , I , Ui is adjacent to all of {a“ 6“ c“ di}, ai is adjacent 
to bi and q is adjacent to di. There are also edges (a ,^ a^+i), 
(bi,bi+i), (q ,q+i), {di,di+i), for all i = 1,2,...,/ - 1. By the 
above construction, we have d{ui) = 4 for all i = 1，2,...’/, 
d{ai) = d{bi) = d{ci) = d{di) = 4 for all i = 2 , 3 , I — 1， 
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腦 imf 
Figure 4.3: The graph after removing Ui and N*(u2}. 
d(ai) = d{bi) = d{ci) = d{di) = 3 and d{ai) = d{bi) = (i(Q)= 
d{di) = 3. The graph Gi for / = 3 is given in Figure 4.4. 
Theorem 4.2. The running time of the first algorithm in Figure 
Proof. We apply the algorithm on Gi. Since all vertices in Gi are 
of degree at least 3, rule (4) applies and the algorithm branches 
at a vertex of maximum degree. Vertex Ui is a possible candi-
date. Suppose the algorithm branches at Ui. In the first case, ui 
is removed. Thus, we have d(ai) 二 (i(6i) = d{ci) = d{di) = 2. 
Since all vertices are of degree 2 or more and there exists ver-
tices of degree at least 3，rule (4) applies in the next step. In the 
second case, N*(ui) is removed and G/_i is left. Therefore, in 
both subproblems, in the next step, the algorithm may branch 
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Figure 4.4: Input graph Gi for I = 3, for the first algorithm 
at U2. 
Now suppose we are at some step k and we have branched at 
{ui, U 2 , U k - \ } in sequence, we may reach the following graphs. 
1. The graph Gi-k+i. 
Then the algorithm may branch at the vertex Uk which is 
of maximum degree. 
2. The graph Gi-k+i together with some connected blocks 
Bi - { ixj , Bi+i - {wi+i}, Bj - {uj}. (There are edges 
connecting the blocks by construction.) 
Since the blocks are connected, all vertices are of degree at 
least 2 and there exists vertices of degree at least 3. Thus, 
the algorithm may still choose to branch at Uk. 
3. The graph Gi-k+i together with isolated blocks Bh — {uh}-
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(They are not connected to any other blocks.) (possibly 
with some connected blocks Bi — {lij}, Bi+i — {w^+i}，..., 
Bj - { ^ j } . ) 
Note that in the isolated blocks, there exists vertices of 
degree 1. Rule (2) applies and eventually we will arrive 
at a subproblem with only Gi—k+i. (possibly together with 
connected blocks Bi — {i^ i}，Bi+i - {^^i+i}’ ...’ Bj — {uj} of 
all vertices of at least degree 2.) Thus, the algorithm may 
branch at Uk. 
Repeating the above argument, the algorithm may branch 
at Ui,U2, "”ui. The algorithm may at least branch for / = | 
times resulting in at least I = | leaves in the search tree to 
solve Gi. The running time of the first algorithm in Figure 3.9 
is Q(2t) = • 
4.3 The Second Algorithm 
Theorem 4.3. The running time of the second algorithm in 
Figure 3.10 is = ^^2�2”）. 
Proof. We consider the same graph Gi in section 4.2. Let us 
apply the algorithm on Gi. Note that rule (2) dominance does 
not apply since there are edges connecting the blocks Bi. All 
vertices are of degree at least 3, thus rule (4) applies and the 
algorithm may branch at Ui. In the first case, ui is removed and 
d{ai) = d{bi) — d{ci) = d{di) = 2. However, dominance cannot 
be applied after removal of ui. In the second case, N*{ui) is 
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removed resulting in Gi-i. Thus, in both subproblems, rule (4) 
applies at the next step and the algorithm may branch at U2. 
Now suppose we are at some step k and we have branched at 
{ui,以2,..., Uk-i} in sequence, we may reach the following graphs. 
1. The graph Gi-k+i. 
Then the algorithm may branch at the vertex Uk which is 
of maximum degree. 
2. The graph together with some connected blocks 
Bi - {ui}, Bi+i — {wi+i}, ...，Bj - {uj}. (There are edges 
connecting the blocks by construction.) 
Since the blocks are connected, all vertices are of degree 
at least 2 and there exists vertices of degree at least 3. 
‘ Moreover, rule (2) dominance cannot be applied. Thus, 
the algorithm may still choose to branch at Uk. 
3. The graph Gi-k+i together with isolated blocks Bh - {w/J. 
(They are not connected to any other blocks.) (possibly 
with some connected blocks Bi — {ixj, Bi+i — {itj+i},..., 
Bj - {uj}.) 
Note that in the isolated blocks, there exists vertices of 
degree 1. Rule (2) applies and eventually we will arrive 
at a subproblem with only Gi-k+i- (possibly together with 
connected blocks Bi — {i^i}, B“i — {ui+i}, Bj — {uj} of 
all vertices of at least degree 2 and dominance cannot be 
applied.) Thus, the algorithm may branch at Uk. 
By iterating the above argument, the algorithm may branch 
at U2->ui-i . There are at least 1 — 1 = | — 1 leaves in 
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the search tree to solve Gi. Therefore, the running time of the 
algorithm in Figure 3.10 is = ^7(20.2"). • 
4.4 The Third Algorithm 
For this algorithm, the input graph is the same as in the example 
given by Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch [3]. We consider the 
graph Gi = (V, E) with |1/| = n = 6/, where I > 1. Gi consists 
of I blocks Bi, where i = 1 , 2 , I , with each block Bi consisting 
of 6 vertices, namely {ui, ai, hi^ ci^ di, ei). For i = 1 , 2 , I , Ui 
is adjacent to all of {a“ 6“ Ci, ei}, ai is adjacent to bi, bi is 
adjacent to q , q is adjacent to di and e^  is adjacent to a^ . There 
are also edges (ai’ai+i), (6“6i+i), (Q,Ci+i), {di,di+i), (6 ,^6^+1), 
for all i = 1,2，...，/ — 1. By the above construction, we have 
d{ui) = 5 for all i = 1 , 2 ， I , d{ai) = d{bi) = d{ci) = d{di)= 
d{ei) 二 5 for all i = 2 , 3 , I — 1, d{ai) = d{bi) = d{ci)= 
d(di) = d{ei) = 4 and d{ai) = d{bi) = d(ci) = d(di) = d(ei) = 4. 
The graph Gi for / = 3 is given in Figure 4.5. 
Theorem 4.4. The running time complexity of the thrid algo-
rithm in Figure 3.11 is Q(2t) 二 ^^20.166打). 
Proof. We apply the algorithm on the graph Gi. Note that nei-
ther dominance nor folding can be applied. Thus, rule (4) ap-
plies and the algorithm may branch at Ui. In the first case, Ui is 
removed. As a result, d{ai) = d{bi) = d{ci) = d{di) = d{ei) = 3 
but ai, 61, ci, di, ei are not foldable. Dominance cannot be ap-
plied after the removal of ui. In the second case, N*{ui) is 
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Figure 4.5: Input graph G[ for I = 3, for the third algorithm 
removed and the remaining graph is G/_i. In both cases, rule 
(4) applies and the algorithm may branch at U2 at the next step. 
Now suppose we are at some step k and we have branched at 
{ui, U 2 , U k - i } in sequence, we may reach the following graphs. 
1. The graph Gi-k+i. 
Then the algorithm may branch at the vertex Uk which is 
of maximum degree. 
2. The graph Gi-k+\ together with some connected blocks 
Bi - {tzj, Bi+i - {ui+i}, •••，Bj - {uj} . (There are edges 
connecting the blocks by construction.) 
Since the blocks are connected, rule (2) dominance cannot 
be applied. Moreover, Rule (3) folding cannot be applied. 
Thus, the algorithm may still choose to branch at Uk. 
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3. The graph Gi-k+i together with isolated blocks Bh — {w/J. 
(They are not connected to any other blocks.) (possibly 
with some connected blocks Bi — {itj}, Bi+i — {i^ i+i},...， 
Bj - {巧}.) 
Note that the isolated blocks are cycles with 5 vertices. 
Rule (3) applies and eventually we will arrive at a subprob-
lem with only Gi-k+i. (possibly together with connected 
blocks Bi — {iti}, Bi+i — {lii+i}, Bj — {uj} in which 
dominance and folding cannot be applied.) Thus, the algo-
rithm may branch at Uk. 
By repeating the above argument, the algorithm may branch 
at ui-\. Therefore, there are at least / — 1 = | — 1 
leaves in the search tree to solve the graph Gi. It follows that 
the time complexity of the algorithm in Figure 3.11 is r2(2t)= 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we investigated the performance of existing exact 
algorithms solving the maximum independent set problem. We 
discussed four algorithms and investigated the impact of apply-
ing "Measure and Conquer". The upper and lower bounds on 
the running time of the four algorithms investigated are listed 
in Table 5.1. 
We first modify the algorithm of Tar j an and Trojanowski [8 . 
The modified algorithm is 2 pages long and complicated. By 
standard analysis, the running time is which is not 
satisfactory when compared with the original algorithm of Tar-
jan and Trojanowski. After applying "Measure and Conquer", 
the improvement is little since the modified algorithm consists 
of too many branching rules even for low degree vertices. 
Therefore, we turn our attention to simpler base algorithms. 
We start at the simplest algorithm (the first algorithm [9]) which 
branches at vertices of degree 3 or more. Since vertices of degree 
1 or less can be filtered without branching, assigning weights on 
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Algorithm Upper Upper bound Upper bound Lower 
bound (2 weights (4 weights bound 
(Standard used) used) 
Analysis) 





" f h ^ F i r s t O* (20465" )O*(20 扇 6 " )O* (20•綱 6n)^(20.2n) 
Algorithm 
(section 3.2) 
The Second O * ( 2 0 .， o * ( 2 0 . 3 6 i 9 9 n ) o * ( 2 � . 3 4 i o 4 n )败 . 2 n ) 
Algorithm 
(section 3.3) 
The Third O*(20 暴 ) - o * ( 2 0 . 2 9 4 7 0 n ) 0 ( 2 0遍)~ 
Algorithm 
(section 3.4) 
Table 5.1: Results on the four algorithms 
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vertices of different degrees helps us find a much tighter up-
per bound in the analysis. However, increasing the number of 
weights computed does not help in this case. 
In order to improve the upper bound, the technique of dom-
inance and folding is added to the first algorithm. The third 
algorithm is modified from Beigel's [1] (by imposing the con-
straints on the degree of the vertex we fold) and from Fomin, 
Grandoni and Kratsch's [3] (ignoring the technique of mirror-
ing). We improved a lot on the asymptotic upper bounds by 
introducing the two techniques. However, the upper bounds we 
found are far from tight and there are huge gaps between the 
lower and the upper bounds. It seems possible to refine the mea-
sure and the running time analysis to find better upper bounds. 
We have seen examples of applying the technique "Measure 
and Conquer" on algorithms solving the maximum independent 
problem. The impact is tremendous. The future trend to de-
sign exact algorithms for NP-hard problems will be designing a 
measure for the problem instance which can capture the char-
acteristic of the algorithm. 
• End of chapter. 
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